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I recommend it for hetare dawah to any advanced student, as it is a very complete explanation of the tahawiyyah and by the time you get the basics of the book you would be learning the tahawiyyah in your own words and you will have a
solid understanding of the basics of the tahawiyyah, allowing you the freedom to teach this to others. I hope you consider offering a pdf of the book, and the link to the online edition. It was certainly the most useful book I have bought and
the source of my best knowledge of the tahawiyyah. Very few books can match the Sharh At-Tahawiyyah for the beginner. As a univeritiy level book it should be absolutely required reading, with any reader starting out with Islam. I would

recommend starting with the first introduction from part 1 of the book and the later introduction from part 1 as these should take one through the basic concepts of the book. In fact if anyone got the deluge book from you and we are missing
any pages please tell us and we will add them. The introduction from part 1 should take about 45-60 minutes depending on the students level, the introduction from part 2 from another 60-90 minutes, depending on the level of the student,
and the introduction from part 3 another 35-60 minutes. Many points on this sharh are questionable, or weak, and may be refused on that account. One such point is when Ibn at-Tahawi quotes a Hadith of our Prophet without providing the
wording of the Hadith or the narration. Since there is no direct hadith transmitted on this subject, it is not acceptable. The main problem with this work, however, is its opinion on aqeedah issues. Hence, the author is not as reliable for their
views on these topics as others are. For example, he rejects aqeedah of takfir and the view of hadith, and narrates Hadith to prove this statement. When you recall that he was a Hanafi Faqih and a Muhaddith, this makes his errors on the

aqeedah all the more puzzling.
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This book has obvious limitations, but one has to keep in mind that it was printed in 1970 and as a rule, Urdu books are usually few up to date. However, there are some newer editions that have come out in 2003, 2008 and 2011. Here are some of them: About the
Author: A Hanafi Jurist, born in Taha (thats where Tahawi came from), a town in Upper Egypt. Both of his parents were learned and attended Imam Ash-Shafais lectures. Became a Hadith scholar, but also developed an interest in Hanafi Fiqh. Thus, he was both a

Muhaddith and a Faqih. He wrote many books, mostly on Fiqh. Compiled a brief list of Core Beliefs of Ahl-al-Sunnah wa al-Jamaah, now known as Sharh al-Aqidah at-Tahawiyyah. Imam At-tahawi said about this compilation: This is a presentation of the beliefs of ahl-al-
Sunnah wa al-Jamaah My impression of Dar al-Kutub al-Ilmiyyah is one more of carelessness, if not incompetence, than unscrupulous practices. However, your description of their edition of Sharh al-Qadi ash-Shaybani: then copied by Ahmed Farid al-Mazidi and printed by

Dar al-Kutub al-Ilmiyyah seemed to place them more along the lines of Dar al-Fikr. I read its introduction, only quickly, but did not see any mention of this, how did you arrive at this conclusion the key elements of tahawiyeh and the key elements of tahawiyeh are you
know.hina jins are not fundamentals of akhlaq. wa sharaka and you know how sharaka and tahawiyya are different from each other. except you know sharakan (greed) and ahlan (friendliness)and then you know what is ghairat and then you know how ghairat and

tahawiyyah are different from each other. sharaka and ahlan are one and the same and ghairat and tahawiyya are different from each other.when a person applies all these points on his sharh, then will do better than his friend.first you know sharaka and then ahlan and
after that you know ghairat. then how come he is akhlaqan from Allah swt which do not even know sharakan, so when he will apply all these points on his sharh, he will fail. 5ec8ef588b
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